
Thank you for purchasing Restoration Hardware Lighting. 
Our assortment is crafted with the highest quality details in mind.

 

PA RT S ENCLOSED 

(A) Base (1) 
(B) Lower Tube (1) 
(C) Tube Connector (1) 
(D) Upper Tube (1) 
(E) Arm Connector (1) 
(F) Arm  (1) 
(G) Cap Screw  (1) 
(H) Shade Ring  (1) 
(I) Shade  (1) 
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IM PORT ANT  SAFET Y  INST RUCT IONS: 
For safety purposes, this lamp is equipp ed with a polarized plug (one blade is 
wider than the other). If the plug does not �t securely into outlet, do not force it - 
contact a professional electrician. Use the plug with an extension cord only if it 
can be fully inserted into the cord’s socket. Never alter the plug in any way.  
This �xture has been rated for one (1) 40-watt maximum TYPE A standard bulb 
(not-included). To avoid the risk of �re, do not exceed the recommended wattage.   

WA RNINGS: 
All wires are connected.  Do not remove the lamp from its packaging by pulling on 
the power cord, as a bad connection may result.  Do not connect electricity until 
your lamp is fully assembled.  To reduce the risk of �re, electrical shock, or 
personal injury, always turn o� and unplug lamp and allow it to cool prior to 
replacing light bulb.  Do not touch bulb when �xture is turned on or look directly at 
lit bulb.  Keep �ammable materials away from lit bulb. 
 
T O ASSEM BLE: 

 

CA RE INST RUCT IONS: 
Do not use polishes or cleaners on your lamp. 
JUST WIPE CLEAN WITH A SOFT, DRY CLOTH. 

COUNTERWEIGHT TASK
FLOOR LAMP

Be careful when unpacking lamp. The parts are all connected by cord. They consist 
of the Base with attached Lower Tube and sliding counterweight, The Upper Tube, 
and the Arm. 

1.    While supporting Lower Tube, remove Base from main carton. Remember that       
       counterweight is heavy and can slide freely up and down Base.
2.    Lay base and tube horizontally.  Use the foam packing from top of main carton 
       to support Lower Tube while it is on its side.
3.    Lay Upper Tube in line above Lower Tube, and arm above Upper Tube.  
       Remove cap screw from top of Upper Tube and keep safe for later (see �g. 2).  
4.    Pull excess cord between Upper and Lower Tubes out through the bottom of 
       the Base.  
5.    There is a length of thread running all the way through the Upper Tube. 
       This needs to screw into the inner “female” neck of the Tube Connector.  To do 
       this, hold Upper Arm by the Arm Connector at the top end and rotate 
       clockwise.  It may take a few tries to get the thread to align and take hold of 
       the female neck.  Once it does, continue to tighten till the two tubes are snug 
       and solid.  The cord will wrap around the tubes, but you can unwrap it in the 
       next step.
6.    While holding the arm, gently stand the lamp upright.  Using the arm, you can 
       now unwrap the cord.  
9.    Be aware most parts are brass and relatively soft.  Use caution when 
        tightening.
10.  Make sure cord rides centered on all pulleys
11.  Attach glass shade by �rst removing metal shade ring from socket. Lift the 
       shade so the socket enters the shade through the top opening and reattach 
       metal shade ring.
12.  Install medium base bulb, 40 WATT MAX, and your lamp is ready to be 
        plugged in
13.  IMPORTANT! Periodically tighten Cap Screw, it can loosen overtime with 
       normal use.(G)
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